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FINAL NEWSPAPER FOR SCHOOL YEAR ’09-‘10 
        I don’t know whether it’s known, whether the greatly anticipated successor to 
the editor position has been officially declared. But in case you don’t know, it’s 
Yosef Yasmeh. A worthy successor; a freshman who set himself apart from the 

beginning. An invaluable journalist. I hope he takes the school paper that is still in 
its infantile stage, and strengthens the shaky foundation built in the beginning of 
this year.  

                                                                                                                     -Editor Emeritus  

Does Red Bull Give You More Than Just Wiiings? 

By Yosef Yasmeh 

 
       With the five-day shabbaton, 
Shavuot, and finals week, it looks like 
sleep is out of the picture for most of us 
here at Valley Torah. Fortunately, today’s 
market offers an alternative for students 
and other nocturnals who just don’t have 
enough time to catch some zzz’s: energy 
drinks. From Rock Star to Red Bull, 
companies promise to deliver increased 
concentration, improved performance, 
and endurance to their customers—all 
with the sip of a drink. Their popularity is 
evident with any trip you take to the mini-
mart. The drinks occupy rows and rows of 
what look like soda cans on steroids, 
brightly colored, and jam packed with 
four to seven times the amount of 
caffeine than in a can of Coke. 
       So are they safe, or are they destined 
to be labeled with a warning from the 
Attorney General? Well, as if 500 mL of 
insomnia weren’t enough, energy drinks 
provide mega doses of B-vitamins and 
sugar, which can cause muscle twitching 

or (/and) lead to that familiar “crash-and-
burn.” In reality, an occasional energy 
boost won’t do any permanent harm, but 
researchers are discovering that abusing 
that lighting in a can might lead to some 
serious complications. 
       The main health risk associated with 
energy drinks is the effect they have on 
the heart. Caffeine and taurine, both 
main ingredients in such drinks, have 
been medically proven to be linked with 
accelerated heart rate and increased 
blood pressure. Also, numerous studies 
have determined that the drinks can 
significantly “thicken” blood and increase 
the likelihood of a blood clot. The 
Cardiovascular Research Center at the 
Royal Adelaide Hospital, in a similar suit, 
has reported that after drinking just one 
can, subjects showed a cardiovascular 
profile similar to that of someone 
suffering from heart disease.   

(Continued on page 2) 
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(Continued from page 1) 

Stated Scott Willoughby, the team's 
lead researcher, “One hour after they 
drank Red Bull, their blood systems 
were . . . abnormal like we would 
expect in a patient with cardiovascular 
disease." 
      And that’s just the beginning. 
Energy-drink companies themselves 
stress that although the chemicals in a 
can of Red Bull might be able to quench 
thirst, they cannot provide hydration or 
electrolytes. Nevertheless, when you 
pop a can before a game of basketball, 
your body is duped into thinking that it 
is getting water. Sweating from all that 
game movement only further 
intensifies the problem. Once the 
dehydration finally kicks in, the results 
can be fatal, and the worst part: you 
won’t even know what hit you.   
      Perhaps one of the worst elements 
of energy drinks is how easy it is to get 
hooked on them. As with other 
beverages high in sugar or caffeine, one 
can become physically or mentally 
addicted to a Red Bull. Then the real 

problems start to rain—just this time, 
in bulk. Your immune system 
weakens; your tongue slowly 
develops a dependence on the use of 
strong chemicals to quench its thirst; 
and like drugs, you end up shelling 
out cash daily just to get your “fix”—
and not for cheap.  
       Sometimes the effects can even 
cost a life. In 2000, a healthy, British 
basketball player died at the age of 
eighteen after drinking four Red Bulls 
before playing a game of basketball. 
Another teen death two years ago 
spotlighted the danger of mixing 
energy drinks with alcohol, a rising 
trend. As reported by the Texas A&M 
University, the energy drink, a 
stimulant, masks how intoxicated the 
drinker is by counteracting fatigue, 
the body’s way of telling someone 
that they’ve had enough alcohol. Only 
sixteen years old, the victim died of 
cardiac arrest shortly after drinking 
the concoction. As a result of the 
increasing frequency of such cases 
over the years, Red Bull has been 

banned from Norway, France, 
Denmark, and Germany in the past.  
      Well, at least we have the FDA on 
our side; they’re making sure us 

consumers are safe, right? Apparently 
not: when it comes to energy drinks, 
the FDA chooses not to regulate the 
caffeine, sugar, or levels of anything 
else that’s in your can. That’s right, and 

it’s also the reason why you can’t find 
out how many milligrams of caffeine 
are in your  can of Red Bull.  
Manufacturers are simply not required 
to specify caffeine content in their 
drinks. 
      Any way that you cut the cake, it 
seems that drinking more than a 
sporadic energy drink just doesn’t add 
up. The risks that come with these 
drinks are serious, and, like alcohol, 
they must be consumed responsibly 
and in moderation. Otherwise, your 
Red Bull might end up giving you 
“more than just wiiings.” 
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LAKERS REPORT 
By Uzi Bina 

         I would like to applaud the devoted and determined journalist, Uzi Bina. Uzi constantly created articles he hoped would 
be published in the newspaper. He wrote on various topics: school happenings, Wolfpack updates, and Lakers news; all of 
them showing the reader his unique swagger. However, I wasn’t able to put any of those articles into the paper, due to 
various reasons. Each updated article was marketed by Uzi. Numerous staff members and students read his work. But he 
needed it to appear in the school newspaper, and I saw that. So in this final newspaper, I included an already outdated article 
he created, in which he studies and reports on the Lakers, and includes many of his own insights, as well. I implore you, to 
read this article. The journalist worked hard on it. 
 

Forward by Avi Dear 

      Lakers have a Head coach are 
Phil Jackson and we have a 

assistant coach Brian Shaw Assent 
coach are frank Hamblen and 

training coach are Gary VITTY and 
some think LAKERS do  Practice  
Report and Training camp and 

post-game show and LTV post-
game show and you go on Lakers 
com for news and  

You see the videos and team 
Practice or NBA com you want to 

see there look on you tube to see a 
videos. 

     Kobe Bryant  Andrew Bynum  
Luke Walton Jordan farmer shahs 
Lamer Odom  drake fisher Pug 

Goals Shannon brown Ron Artist 
injury update on Lakers com.  
Andrew Bynum was out for is 

Achilles Spain and he have 
interview for his knee and referee 

called a foul your team and Phil 
Jackson is not happy and some of 

our Lakers team they are happy 
and darker fisher is sing the man 
from Houston rockets and he is out 

for 4 Quarter  and Andrew Bynum 
(continued on page 3) 
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(continued from page 2)  

he was out in 3rd Quarter and he 
went to his Locker Room and his 
sore left knee and he is not be back 

in regular and he not back and he is 
out for his knee, and Pau Goal was 
out for his Armstrong and he is not 

be back yet sashes we was out for 
his ankle and he is not be back yet, 

and next day we have a training and 
we do every day and go on ESPN and 
you see the home page and after 

that we did the work we do, GARY 
VITTY he is a training and also injury 
update and  he looks at Bynum knee 

and he is not play anymore because 

of his knee and Lakers team they 

are here today to play and some  
of the guys was out and Jackson 
talk to his team and l am your 

Assent coach and l want  you play 
hard and REBONDS or shot or pass 

on your team and all about Lakers 
and l went to see you play good 
and no foul yetis go ahead and talk 

to your Coach and Assent Coach 
and  DJ Magee he is out for his eye 
soon he is be back l saw a videos 

and  l saw Josh Powell he have 
three hair different and also Kobe 

Bryant was out for his broken 
finger and ankle or knee and Brian 

Shaw he talk to mike Trial about  

some  news about Andrew 
Bynum Jordan farmer and Kobe 
Bryant and DJ MIBAGE was out 

for his eye and  on Lakers on com. 
   Like you play and no foul and 

blocks and pass shot, Kobe Bryant 
he is play very good and he try 
himself  and he like to play 

Basketball and sometimes least 
night game we win the games 
and guys you need to and 

We have a video or post-games 
show. 

Uzi’s Lakers Report 

Sunday, June 6: Time for Unity 
 

By Avi Dear 

       It was hot, crowded, and 
uncomfortable. And I couldn’t even hear a 
word. Many were carrying signs, some had 
huge, inflatable, blue and white worms, 
and others were carrying flags of all sizes. 
Some were singing Jewish songs, and some 
were dancing. Some were talking, and 
some were chanting. Some were standing 
quietly, shading their eyes from the sun. 
Some held signs incriminating the 
Palestinians, some praising the Israelis. 
And then some held signs reassuring the 
rally-ers that their Christian neighbors had 
their back. Some were American, some 
Israeli. The head coverings ranged from 
leather to velvet to knitted Kippahs. From 
black hats to baseball caps. 
         But all were there standing together 
to support Israel in her time of need. 
         A man standing ten feet away from 
me, mentioned to a fellow supporter: 
“Tomorrow I’ll argue with you, but now we 
can’t fight, we have to be united.” He said 
this with a subtle smile on his face. He 
realized the need for unity. 
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Questions, Comments, 
Ideas, Articles? 

 

Email: 

YosefYasmeh@Gmail.com  

See VT Times and other 
Valley Torah happenings 

at VTHSblog.com 

The sun is shining down hot  
The breeze is blowing on the spot  
Where tall flowers shake back and forth  
Right under the sun, directly North  
Busy bees buzzing loudly  
Under the tree which I sleep soundly  
The smell of Summer in the air  
Of this world that we creatures share  
In the forest, tall grass  
A stream of water as clear as glass  
Baby birds cheerfully chirping  
A crawling child burping  
A small fly  
Only a dot against the bright blue sky  
Things wind down, it now gets dark  
Lets change locations, we are now in the park.  
Park night lamps shining  
Their bright lights blinding  
Grass well trimmed  
Water fountain sinks full to the brim  
Paved paths swept clean  
Tall shadows cast, they look so mean  
The emptiness of night fills the atmosphere  
Fresh air coming down from the stratosphere  
The day has ended  
I feel mended  
I just started to relax  
I’m feeling my max  
Stars twinkling in space  
They are waving bye bye  
It’s time to go to sleep  
And to prepare for tomorrow’s heat  
 

HAPPY TIMES 
  A look at the summer 
                             By Elisha Kramer 

       In our school, there is a certain 
device which has been sorely 
neglected. This is the suggestion box, 
that lonely black rectangle by Mr. 
Rutschman’s window which waits 
unused. A question could be asked. 
Why does this box remain empty, 
devoid of the wants and complaints 
of the Valley Torah student body?       
      The main reason is definitely not a 
lack of suggestions, as you’ll hear 
numerous just by walking down the 
halls here. Rather, it is a lack of 
necessity. At a school like Valley 
Torah, there really is no need for 
such a creation. Perhaps, at a large 

public school such a suggestion box 
would be used often. There a less 
involved student will not be able to 
talk to the administrators 
comfortably. However, here in our 
school, practically every kid is on a 
first name basis with the teachers, or 
in Rabbi Felt’s case, last name basis. 
         Why would a guy write his 
opinion on a piece of paper, when he 
could go and talk to Mr. Rutschman 
about it during a break? That is the 
fundamental reason that makes a 
suggestion box obsolete here, why 
it’s nailed on the wall waiting for 
contents that will likely never come. 
 

The Failure of the Suggestion Box 
By Katriel Sigala 

 
 

 

The Final 
Rabbi Felt Sudoku 

I thank you—our constant reader—

for picking up editions of VT Times 

throughout the school year. I 

enjoyed working with the 
newspaper, and especially enjoyed 

the constant feedback from 

students, teachers, and parents.  

Thank You. 

Avi Dear  


